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Introduction

One of the functions of the English Curriculum Study Center has

been to sponsor research conducted concurrently with other phases of

the program. The framework of generalizationsderived from such re-

search is needed as a basis for curriculum development since little

investigation has entered the area of written language in the elemen-

tary school. The purpose of research has been, traditionally, to ask

pointed, specific questions about significant aspects of behavior or

knowledge and then attempt to answer the questions so posed. Research

studies in this program have asked questions about the mind of the

child and the sequence and process of learning as it affects the ele-

mentary school children and their writing. Multiple approaches to

ar .aderstanding of the process of composition in the classroom and

its products were included in the investigations. The inherent

nature and structure of language elicited another series of questions,

while methods of working with children formed a very pertiient area

for investigation and experimentation.

The nature of children's concepts and the sequence and manner

by which they are formed is closely connected witn the process of

composition. In speakIrc, of language learning Buswell has been

quoted as saying that children progress to-Tarr, maturity by different

routes. An investigatica of mathematical reasoning and its tendenc7-

tc IrPry with proficiency in written composition iadcates the possi-

bility that both have a relationship with intelligence. As some of

ix



the musical areas are susceptible to improvement by training, corre-

lation between language and auditor7 responses might imply another

approach to the teaching of children with language disabilities. Yet

another avenue of studying the sequence of children's mental growth

is approached through their understanding of abstraction, in this

case time.

Linguistb.have agreed that speech is the foundation of language;

two studies have examined oral language and its relationship to writ-

ten composition. One investigator dealt with the question of cral

language as children come to school in the first grade; the other

study compares the oral and written language of third graders. At

the fifth grade level children show an organization of concepts

which enables them to use structures of modification, the subject of

a third experiment in this area. From the fourth study on the nature

of language it seems probable that sixth graders would respond to

instruction in figurative language.

!iince each child represents an individual interaction between

his innate qualities and his total experience, it is expected that

"diffA.rent routes" in learning will occur in any classoom. Pro-

grammed learning, a recent method to provide for differences in

cognitive organization, was employed by Harris with second grade

children. The subjects selected were reading belca grade leveil the

experiment being designed to compare the programmed method with a

developmental reading program.

Ewing presented four conditions as stimuli for children's

writing in third grade classrooms. The results would seem to indi-
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cate that responses differ widely. Some produce opposite effects in

separate groups of children. Mills tested the use of excerpts from

children's literature as models for classroom writing. Tmitation is

a recognized process of learning, and here the experimenter has utilized

the method for the improvement of children's written composition.

Farther research is clearly indicated. It is to be expected

that some results are inconclusive or that many investigations would

profit by replication. The plan of research resembles the strategy

of the Lilliputsthe purpose is not accomplished by one frontal,

overwhelming assault, but by many small lines the worker seeks to lay

hold on a gigantic problem.
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MULTIPLE APPROACH
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Citations Wbod, Lavinia R. A Study of the Relationship of Perform-

ance in WrittenSmposition to Performance in Mathematical

Reasoning in Elementary School Children. 1967

Furposes

Wbod has compared mathematin in its reasoning aspects to a

langsage and designed her study to look far the factors common to

this conceptual process and to written composition. Her purpose was

to find a relationship between childrenls performance in both fields.

Procedures

The population was located in a small Georgia town, and children

from grades two, four, and six of one school were selected as the

sample. There were 328 children, of whom 13 were Negroes, an element

not investigated in the study. The distribution of socio-economic

classes ranged from one to seven on the Minnesota Scale, the mode

falling into class four: Skilled Wrkers and Minor Business.

The SW Essay Test IV in four forms was used as a means to

study the performance in wTitten composition. The second grade was

tested in composition by an experimental instrument of comparable

fora developed by, Veal for this grade level.

Data concerning the achievement of the subjects were derived

from the Metropolitan Achievement Battery of an appropriate level.

Mental factors were measured by the California Test of Mental

Ability.

2
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The research design called for the comparison by correlations

and t -scores of mental factors with the scores of mathematical reason-

ing and fundamentals, Written Composition, and Language fundamental,.

Sez and socio-economic status ware compared with the mathematical and

composition scores by the analysis of variance and covariance, holding

intelligence as a constant.

Conclusions:

1. From the use of correlations it was found that for the total

group mathematical reasoning varies with written composition

at .57. The ratios for the grades individually show increase

from grade to grade, all correlations, Including the total

group, being significant at the .01 degree. For each of the

three grades, correlations showed that mathematical reason-

ing vas a predictor of expected performance in written com-

position. In the fourth grade, written composition was also

a predictor of mathematical reasoning.

2. Intelligence for the total group had a significant correla-

tion with mathematical reasoning, and to a less degree cor-

related vith written composition. Of the separate grades,

the sixth grade showed greater correlation between these

factors.

3. By the use of chi-square, intelligence shoved a significant

relationship with socio-economic status. The analysis of

variance and covariance confirmed the significance of in-
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telligence for the three grade levels. Socio-economic

status, also, is related to mathematical reasoning and grit -

ten composition.

4. It seems evident from correlation that performance in written

composition is influenced by elements in language fundamentals.

Mathematical reasoning is similarly relat01 to mathematical

computation.

5. Sex showed no significant relationship to performance in

either mathematical reasoning or written composition.

tiscussion:

Generalizations made from the results of this study seem to fall

under the following headings:

1. Intelligence influences or accompanies performance i- both

mathematical reasoning and written composition.

2. For this sample, socio-economic status also affected the two

areas of major concern.

3. Although some research studies have shown conflicting results,

this study found that language fundamentals, which might be

interpreted as a form of grammar, do in some way affect written

composition.

4. Ability to perform well in mathematical reasoning would seem

to predict better than chance performance in written compo-

sition.

5. From the comparison of sex with other variables, it seems

that girls did not out-perform boys in this language area.
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This is in contrast to the somewhat general belief that

girls have more facility in most language areas. It was

also true that the bops' performance was not significantly

better than that of the girls.

Needed Research:

As the investigator of this study found no other research similar

to this ccmparison of mathematical reasoning and written composition,

other studies are needed approaching this relationship either from new

viewpoints or by replication using other samples.

One writer reached the conclusion that methods of teaching gram-

mar were the critical factor influencing performance in written com-

position. This wculd call for development of better ways of relating

these two areas.

Better instruments should be devised for studying the complicated

mental processes making up writing a composition or &Axing a math-

ematical problem.



Citations Maze, Nellie M. A Study of the Correlations Between Musi -

cality and Reading Achievement at First Grade Level in

Athens, Georgia. 1967

purposes

Two aspects of the child's ability to respond to sound, language

(reading in particular) and musicality, form the area of investigation

in this study. Since the perception of different sounds occurs in in-

dividuals according to a pattern, between musicality and the sound

elements of reading there would be expected a certain amount of "over-

lapping." Children who lack verbal achievement might be tested for

potential success in school by examining their responses to auditory

stimuli belonging to both systemsmusicality-and language.

Procedures

1. In reviewing writings witch might bear upon the area being studied

Maze has considered four factorsacoustical, psychological, verbal,

and musical. The interest in audile learning is comparatively recent,

although earlier writers sensed some connection between reading and "a

quick ear for music." Melodic language pattern ability of high school

students was tested by Evers, who used tones with noise interference

and limericks. This research considered the possibility that the

auditory process included two separate branches, one centrally located

in the brain and another located peripherally. It is possible these

develop independently.

6



Of interest in language research are the findings of Henneman

who reported that "aural messages proved more intelligible than did

visual messages." Diehl in testing relationships among concept de-

velopments found positive correlations among these and certain musical

abilities. In a study by Drake, children wto had an arhythmic quality

in reading or faulty handclapping rhythm often had difficulty in read-

ing and spelling. Children with dyslexia had low musicality scores.

"Each individual," reports Maze in summarizing, "has his own

working systems of perception, knowledge, and abilities. These learn-

ing systems are organized early in an individual's life, and account

for the biggest percentage of differences in listening abilities.

These in turn account for over fifty percent of reading difficulties."

Hearing was found to be "an alerting response rather than a system of

built-in reflexes, (and was) the appropriate response to effec-

tive stimuli, the measure of effectiveness being decided by the psycho-

logical development of the individual child. Because of an individual's

characteristics, discrimination of discrete units of speech sounds tends

to vary among subjects tested."

2. This study is of the descriptive survey type using as subjects

124 first grade students from three schools in Clarke County, Georgia.

An adaptation of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents test was

necessary in order to use it with children of the primary level. Cut-

off points were set up where incorrect answers occurred repeatedly.

Answer sheets were constructed which would be more appropriate for

younger children, using arrows, hearts, and squares as well as numbers.
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to indicate "same," "different," and "higher" or "lower." The presen-

tation was chanced from a verbal type to a gaEe type situation. Tim-

ing was adjusted to allow for !Gore time between items, and a rest break

was introduced. Also, the number of proctors was increased. These

modifications were tested in a pilot stady.

Tests in four areas of musicality ware administered--Pitch Dis-

crimination, Rhythr. PaLterns, Tonal Memory, and Timbre Discrimination.

The Metropolitan Achievement Tests were uried as a measure of reading

achievement in the latter part of the first grade. Information con-

cerning socio-economic levels and sex were obtained from the schools.

3. Statistical comparisons were made by intercorrelations of the

variable factors, significance being accepted at the .05 level. &cores

were considered first individually within the room, then by rooms as

composite scores. In school number one timbre related significantly

in the reading achievement at the .01 level; in school number -6wo,

timbre, tonal me:dory, and composite musical scores related at the .05

level of significance; and in school number three, all music scores

were significant when compared with reading achievement, pitch, timbre,

and tonal memory relating at the .05 level, and rhythm and composite

scores relating at the .01 level. When all schools were considered

together, all music scores were correlated significantly with reading

achievement at the .01 level, with the exception of pitch, which was

found at the .05 level.

Comparison of music scores with the socio-economic level of

schools (School One - low; School Two - high; School Three - middle)



showed the following significant relationships:

a. School one - timbre at .05

b. School two - timbre, memory, and composite scores at .05

c. School three - all scores significant at .05 except composite

scores, which related at .01

When sex was considered, boys were superior to the girls in all

comparisons both separate and composite musical scores and in read-

ing achievement.

The investigator prepared histogram overlays, also, showing the

results by segments of population, offering comparison by segments or

with the composite musical profile.

Conclusions:

1. The null form of the hypothesis is strongly rejected since

highly significant relationships were found in the compari-

son of fourteen items.

2. The secondary hypothesis concerning significant differences

between different musical scores and reading achievement

shows all scores falling within the .01 level except pitch,

and this related at .05, narrowly missing the .01 level. The

investigator concluded from these findings that all musica-

lity areas showed almost equal co-relationship with reading

achievement. The null hypothesis must, therefore, be

accepted.

3. Consideration of school soclo-economic level showed almost

no correlation between musicality and reading achievement
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at School One. Since this school was classified in the low

socio-economic c1as., it would seem to indicate that chil-

dren with comparatively deprived backgrounds learn to read

without the aid of musical ability. Another conclusion might

be projected, that training in musical skills would be appro-

priate for children of low socio-edonomic class. School Two,

the one classified as of higher socio-econamic class, did not

reflect apy real advantage in musicality, although relation-

ship at the .05 level was found in two musical scores and in

the composite scores. School Three, which represented the

middle class children to some degree, shows significant cor-

relation between reading achievement and all but one of the

musical scores, two of the correlations being at the .01

level. If these findings could be validated, it wpuld indi-

cate that middle class children are better able to transfer

musical skills to language learning.

4. Although girls show high correlations between most musical-

ity areas and reading, boys' scores were more highly signif-

icant at the .01 level in all comparisons.

5. Examination of the modified form of the test found a large

number of scores at the law end of the distribution. This

would seem to indicate that a number of items were compara-

tively easy for the subjects. Some children, especially at

School One, practiced pattern marking which seemed to con-

tribute to an excess of scores around the median, and in many
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cases brought a greater degree of success than the expected

method of selecting answers objectively.

Discussions

The fact that the investigator found it impossible to assign

socio-economic levels to the subjects with a reasonable degree of cer-

tainty makes all conclusions about the influence of that factor exceed-

ingly tentative. If this variable could be substantiated, this type

of study would have value for the present concern for children with

disadvantaged or deprived backgrounds.

It would seem that some children are able to nake use of auditory

responses in developing an ability to read. Whether this is due to

better sound discrimination is not clear, since the reading score does

not differentiate between submareas of ability.

As a large percentage of reading difficulty is found among the

boyy, their high correlation shown here between musicality and reading

achievement might suggest other approaches to remedial reading.

Ar. the investigator polatb uuLl the four musical areas studied

have been found susceptible to improvement by training. Where the

correlations are high between reading achievement and musicality,

remedial work might start in auditory tnaining.

Needed Research:

Many areas appropriate for further investigation have been implied

already. Further suggested research might include:

1. It would be interesting to explore the relationship between

timbre and language sound discrimination.
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2. Experimentation should be carried out to examine further the

value of auditory learning. This might have implications for

improving the form of directions used in the elementary grades.

3. Comparison with intelligence was not investigated in this

study. This area might have implications for further infor-

mation on the nature of learning. The study of auditory learn-

ing involving the reception, storage, and reproduction of

stimuli in regular sequence would be important to knowledge

of several language areas, and of musical ability.

1



Citations Gough, Jessie P. An Imuiry into Children's Understandinl

of the Time Concept with Implications for Written Composi-

tion. 1965

Purpose:

Because of the close interaction between the stages of linguistic

maturity and children's ability to manipulate abstract concepts, of which

time is ne, this study investigated the relationship between the two

factors, written composition and understanding of time.

Procedure:

The study was planned as a survey of subjects in Walker County,

Georgia, by testing the children in grades two, four, and six. Tlie total

enrollment in these grades was approximately 2,500, but 2,199 scored

tests served as the basis of random selection. Tkelve hundred subjects

were selected by random procedures, four hundred subjects being taken

from each of the three grades. Sampling was cArried out by the statis-

tical procedure known as systematic selection. Non-white subjects were

pro-rated to equal the percentage of that section of the population in

the county.

Distribution tables of the samples showed sex divided into 52 per-

cent boys and approximately 48 percent girls; age levels overlapped to

some extent from one grade to the next, go that all ages from seven

years through thirteen years were represented. The majority of the chil-

dren, however, were in the age groups seven, nine, and eleven.

Socio-economic groups, identified according to the Minnesta Scale

13
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of Parental Occupations, followed closely the distribution in the county

population, the large majority of the sample falling into Groups V, VI,

and VII.

Scores on the California Test of Mental Maturity, 1963, placed

49 percent of the children in the bracket between I. Q. 90 and I. Q. 109.

Nineteen percent ranged beloo I. Q. 90, and 32 percent were found at

I. Q. 110 and above, the normal curve being somewhat skewed to the

higher intelligence scores.

A test which was designed to measure children's urlerstanding of

the concept of time was constructed by the investigator, since no appro-

priate instrument was availablm The multiple-choice form was chosen

in order to eliminate the necessity of excessive verbalization on the

part of the dhildren. As a method of minimizing reading difficulties,

the teachers who administered the instrument were instructed to read

the test material to the second grade pupils. Testing was carried out

under the normal classroom situation, and according to standardized

directions.

From teachers' word lists and from time concept research studies,

a time vocabulary test was constructed, also using the multiple-dhoice

form. Another section of the testing instrument consisted of time

lines. Some research writers discouraged the use of time lines in the

elementary grades because their findings appeared to indicate an incom-

plete concept of time among children of this age. This device does

offer another approach to the investigation and, for this reason, five

simple forms of this item were included in the testing. The original

form of the instrument was used to best children not in the sample of
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the stu4y, and the tests were revised in accordance with findings from

this use.

Each child was asked to write two paragraphs, one projecting for-

ward into the Altura, the second giving a description of time past.

The element for which the paragraphs were scored was the level of time

concepts. A five point scale was devised for rating the paragraphs,

the range extending from zero, or nothing, to superior. For efficiency

in using the scale, descriptive phrases accompanied the rating points.

Conclusionst

Comparison of the independent variables with the scores obtained

in the experiment was carried out by the analysis of variance and co-

variance. Findings of significant differences appeared between the

following variabless

1. Grade level showed significant differences in relationship

with all Written Composition scores and with the Time Under-

standing Test and Time Lines.

2. On all Time Test scores including the Total Time score, boys

scored higher than girls. Girls, however, exceeded the boys'

performance on all Written Composition scores.

3. Although fathers' occupation related with no significance to

the Tim Tests, significant difference was found at the .01

level between this variable and Written Composition.

4. Race showed significant relationship at .05 level with Time

Understanding, Time Vocabulary, and Total Time Scores.

S. Age revealed no significant difference with respect to Written

Composition, but related consistently with all Time Test scores.
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6. No significant differences were found between Non-Language

and Total I. Q. scores and any Time Test score.

7. Language score on the Mental Maturity Test revealed signifi-

cant relationships with all Time Test scores except Time

Lines.

8. Beading Achievement Grade Placement showed consistently sig-

nificant differences with all Time Ibsts,excepting only Writ-

ten Ccmposition I.

9. Arithmetic Achievement level revealed significant differences

with Time Vocabulary and Time Line scores.

10. No significant relationship was found between any Time Score

and the Total Achievement Battery.

Discussions

In considering the results of statistical procedure, some patterns

of relationship seem apparent. As measured by the testing instrument

of this study, chronological age did influence children's understanding

of abstraction, although Written Composition fails to show significance.

Grade level, which would tend to be influenced by-age, related with

certain of the time and written composition scores. Language intelli-

gence score showed a high level of significance with the Time scores;

Reading Achievement scores related with the Time scores and Written

Composition II and Total Composition as well. From these results it

would seem that language ability varies with successful handling of

abstract concepts.
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Children from the more affluent backgrounds demonstrated a signif-

icant deYree of relationship concerning dritten Composition scores.

This result has been found in other research and may be due to a cer-

tain facility in expressing their thoughts verbally. Race as a factor

related at .05 level of significance to the Time Tests.

Boys seemed more successful in understanding abstract concepts,

while girls were more fluent in writing.

Needed Research:

New forms of the Time Tests might well be formulated, an adaptation

for the kindergarten level is one example. Because of the recognized

need for improved information about the process of learning, research

is needed to inquire into the sequence of childrenls ability to per-

form on tasks sirdlar to these investigated here.
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II

STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE



Citations Newman, Rhoda S. An Analysis of the Oral Language of

Selected First Grade Children. 1965

Purposes

Through the analysis of oral speech, Newman investigated the pat-

terns of structure appearing in the language of 100 selected first

grade children. The ability of children to order and extend their

ideas was studied by a three-factor scale developed for this study.

Procedures

From four schools in the City of Atlanta, one hundred first grade

children were selected by the school personnel. Pupils who were re-

peating the first grade or who had missed the fall testing program

were not included. Of the total sample, 50 were white and 50 Negro;

slightly more than half were boys. The mean chronological age was six

years, seven months. The socio-economic environment represented in

the schools ran-,,ed from affluent to severely deprived, 3 percent scor-

ing one on the Hollingshead scale, 41 percent classified as five.

Individual interviews were conducted with the children, the in-

vestigator unobtrusively recurding the childts oral response to stim-

ulus pictures. A vocabulary test which utilized a game approach was

given at the start of the session. The recorded interview was tran-

scribed and a two-minute segment analyzed for syntactic forms, the

method defined by Loban being used for classification.

Non-standard language usage was studied, using 10 percent of the

total sample. One half of the sub-sample was white, the other Negro,

19
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all subjects in the group being taken from social classification

five.

Conclusions:

1. The fluency of the children interviewed ranged from 12 to

287 words during the two-minute time segment, the mean

length being 144 words. Boys spoke more than girls did,

and white children more than Negroes. The number of short

utterances and of communication units (independent clauses

with modifiers) averaged approximately the same for all

groups, except that white subjects used a slightly larger

number of commulication units than Negro subjects. Chil-

dren of the highest social class averaged 189 words in the

two minutes and those from the lowest 106.

2. Between the extremes of social class, the mean number of

communication units showed 21 for the highest and 14 for

the lowest.

3. The scores of the subjects on the Metropolitan Readiness

Test showed differences in use of commumication units both

in means and ranges favoring those in the Superior level

when compared with the Poor Risk level.

4. Of the approximately 14,500 words uttered, nearly 12,000

were in structural elements, and approximately 2,500 words

were found in non-structural elements such as short utter-

ances and mazes.
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5. Of the non-structural elements, 904 words occurred in

short utterances and 1,675 in mazes (confused or tangled

language) Of the latter, repeats were the type most

frequently used, with noises being the next in number.

Mazes were used more often by boys, the figures being 985

words to 690 for the girls. White children used mazes

slightly oftener than Negroes (854 to 821), but 14 percent

of the Negro children used no mazes at all. All white

children used one or more. Subjects of favored social

position averaged ten mazes. while subjects in the least

favored used five.

6. Of nine syntactic patterns, three accounted for 93 percent

of the total used by the children. These were Subject-

Verb-Objective Complement; second, the Subject-Verb pattern;

and third, Subject-Verb-Subjective Complement. No signifi-

cant difference in the average frequency of use of the

various patterns was found when sex or race were considered.

7. Movable elements of syntax, also, were analyzed, the same

types being found generally used by all groups. The great-

est difference appears between the average number of mov-

able words for subjects in the highest and lowest social

positions: 58 to 19. Elements of subordination showed an

average of use by white subjects of 13, while Negro subjects

averaged 10.
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8. On the scale measuring the extension of ideas, comparison

of the scores showed less difference between the races than

between the sexes.

9. The sub-sample studied for non-standard language usage re-

vealed that inappropriate use of syntax and deviations in

pronunciations occurred most frequently. No further analysis

was made of this item.

10. In summarizing the relationships between variables, the most

significant correlations are shown between social position

and all language variables, vocabulary responses being some-

what less significant in most correlations. Other signifi-

cant factors were reading readiness and the education of

fathers.

Discussions

Every effort was made to validate the procedures used in this study

by consulting experts. This was made more desirable by the fact that

some of the instruments had not been previously used with children, and

no pilot test preceded work with the subjects of this study.

In presentation of the findings, Newman has included supporting

evidence and opinions from other writers in the field. This does have

the disadvantage of obscuring the impact and accessibility of the re-

sults.

It has been frequently stated that children have already acquired

a basic pattern of language by the time they begin first grade. In-

formation concerning the language characteristics of first graders

consequently will influence what the school needs to do.
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Sex was found to be a determining factor in some areas, the mean

of total fluency being one of those greater in boys. No important

difference appeared between the Negro and white subjects' use of

language. Not surprisingly, social position revealed the greatest

power to determine the amount and patterning of children's language.

Needed Researchs

1, The Three Factor Scale would need further validation with

other types of population before its results would achieve

most value.

2. Farther research might show whether the greater fluency of

boys would continue to operate under other situations.



Citations Eldredge, Cornelia C. A Study of the Reiationsl4p Between

the Oral and Written Composition of third,Zrade Children.

1.965

Ea2.912:

Since oral language comes earlier in the sequence of language de-

velopment, linguists have hypothesized that speech patterns are basic

to other forms of language. Using the method of analysis developed by

Lobar', this study compares the oral and written language of late primary,

that is, third grade, children.

Procedure:

Three classes of third grade children, including a wide range of

socio-economic backgrounds, provided 82 subjects for this study. In

the fall preceding testing of the experimental group, the investigator

secured samples of written and oral language from third grade classes

comparable to the experimental group. By this means it was possible

to learn the best methods for presenting pictures and unfinished

stories as stimuli for children's language. In the experimental sit-

uation, children were interviewed individually, and four samples of

oral language tape recorded. The wTitten samples were obtained in a

group situation in response to stimuli similar to those used for oral

language. No teachers rated the written compositions, using an

adapted form of the index of writing ability developed by Loban.

Achievement and intelligence records were supplied from school

records and consisted of the California Achievement Battery and the

24
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California Test of Mental Maturity. As the study was set up to in-

vestigate handwriting, this skill was rated from school report cards.

As the sample was drawn from a university dominated area, the

curve of socio-economic status was skewed percentagewise to the higher

ranks of this measure. Class four, Faiaing, contained no subject.

This situation has been found in other studies recently made.

Four oral and four written language responses were obtained from

each subject, a total of 656 samples. Each of these was analyzed by

Loban's method, which began with the segmentation of language into

phonological units, roughly equivalent to sentences. These in turn

were divided into communication units, equaling the independent clause

and its modifiers. This analysis relies chiefly on structural organ-

ization, although meanirg is considered. Another unit, outside the

grammatical structure, is the maze, defined as a "language tangle."

A more intensive study of certain elements is carried out on the sec-

ond level of analysis. The investigator devised symbols in order to

tabulate the language elements. Another check on the investigation

employed the classroom teacher's rating of the child's oral and writ-

ten language according to a four point scale.

The children's vocabulary was investigated to determine the per-

centage of words not included in Thorndike and Lorge's Teacher's Word

Book. Diversity of word usage was computed by "type-tcken ratiol."

Reliabilicy of all tabulation and scoring was carefully evalu-

ated, the work of two analysts being fully checked.

1
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Conclusions:

1. Children's language measured for average number of communica-

tion units ranges from 29 to 126 for oral language, while in

written language the range is from 5 to 128. The differences

of the means (53.7 oral, and 45.4 written) is not significant.

2. The number of words in communication units, the number of

mazes, and the number of words in mazcs did show differences

significantly. The means of total words in communication

units per child showed an average of 452.2 words in oral lan-

guage as compared to 322.7 words used on an average in writ-

ten language, a difference of 129.5. The mean number of

mazes was 26.5 in oral language, while in written language

children used an average of less than one (0.6). The total

number of words in mazes as expressed by means differed sig-

nificantly also, 52.2 being used in oral language and only an

average of 3.5 words in written language. The greater ten-

dency to become confused seems to occur naturally in oral

language, where the children have no opportunity to collect

and edit their thoughts, whereas these processes can be em-

ployed before writing.

3. In only three instances were language patterns of speech sig-

nificantly different from those used in written language.

The subject verb pattern was used more frequently in written

language, while the anticipatory subject pattern ("There was

a dog.") was found more frequently in oral expression. Par-
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tials, which include any incomplete unit not falling into one

of the nine basic patterns, were used more often in oral lan-

guage.

4. The third grade subjects of the study used movable words,

phrases, and clauses with equal proficiency in both oral and

written language, although in writing, phrases were favored

over clauses, the reverse being true of oral language. In

using elements of subordination, the children handled more

complex types of clauses in performing orally.

5. In written language the predominant types of unconventional

usage involved verbs and nouns; in oral language, pronouns

and modifiers occurred with greater frequency.

6. Nouns and pronouns appeared as subjects and complements with

much greater frequency than other nominal., pronouns being

most often used orally and nouns in written language.

7. In considering the various relationships of personal vari-

ables with children's language, it would appear the foll*w-

ing conclusions were shown in this study:

a. In a larger number of aspects, sex differences showed

girls more proficient.

b. The variation of performance in both types of language

showed that I.Q. exerted the most influence on profi-

ciency: age, sex, and socio-economic status produced

significent differences in that order.
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8. Achievement scores in reading and language were closely re-

lated to the amount of language, langu.'6e patterns, movables,

clauses, and other elements. The relationship between lan-

guage achievement and written language showed the greater

significance.

9. Teachers rated girls more highly than boys in oral language,

but the differerces between the sexes in written language

were not significant.

10. The findings on vocabulary were inconclusive, although the

results would indicate that, for the sample., 11 percent of

the 200 words analyzed in oral language were not in the first

one thousand of Thorndike-Lorge. The measure of diversity

showed one half of the sample (approximately one hundred)

were used only once, the other half consisting of words used

repeatedly.

11. The investigator found that achievement in penmanship was re-

lated to proficiency in written language, although it showed

fewest significant correlations with other language elements.

Discussions

Children in the third grade have become thoroughly acclimated to

school and, according to normal developmental sequence, have learned

to compose in written language. It is appropriate, therefore, to sample

this stage for the persistence of oral language patterns.

The findings of this study point to the conclusion that greater

proficiency in oral language still persists after more than two years
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in school. This is not surprising, since penmanship exerts a limiting

influence on written language. It would seem, also, that children are

still thinking orally!, since more caaplex structural forms are found

in oral language.

The results of this investigation would seem to confirm other

writers who found age, socio-economic status, sex, and intelligence

exerting an important influence on fluency and saccessful use of lan-

guage.

Needed Research:

Suggested topics for further study include mazes, sentence connec-

tors, and the use of verbs on the primary level. The consideration of

mazes might lead to important basic research into thought processes.

The investigator points out the possibility that lack of vocabulary may

be involved, or that a struggle to use more complex structures in their

speech produces the language tangle.

Further consideration of elements of this investigation might use

samples with other distributions of socio-economic classes, since in

this study, class one contained an umsually high percentage of the

subjects.

The influence of penmanship on written language maybe important

in determining how much children write. The number of comunication

units was not significantly different, but the number of wcavds con-

tained in these units was considerably greater in oral language.



Citation: Gregory, EMily B. A Study

Certain Modifying Elements

Tests and the Relation of

Variables. 1964

of Children's Understandinul

as Determined by EXperimental

Such Understanding to Selected

Purpose:

The problem of language instruction in the elementary grades is

threefold: The nature of concepts, the sequence of laarning, and the

question of method. Gregory's study examines children's understanding

of modification specifically of the structural elements which are used

as modifiers, the grade levels at which these concepts develop, and

the relationship between this sequence of understanding and other fac-

tors whidh ccamonly influence educational success.

Procedures

1. In the development of language skills, children use a variety

of syntactic structures which they are unable to verbalize, or explain,

although they are aware of the means of expressing their ideas. This

is the stage which Gregory designates as the pre-verbalization level

of understanding, and it is on this level that the experimental work

of this study is carried out.

2. As tests of language structure on this level were not avail-

able, the experimenter devised instruments that would measure children's

understanding of modification without the intermediate step of defin-

ing. Certain assumptions formed the basis for these tests. As stated

by Gregory, they. were: "(1) That there are identifiable levels of

30
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understanding, and (2) that these tests will reveal children's aware-

ness of sentence structure at some level of maturity."

3. Cme of the first steps in the research design was to construct

experimental tests which would be sensitive to a child's awareness of

sentence structure although he was not able to explain or define this

understanding.

a. A trial fonn of the test contained ten groups of four

sentences which the children were instructed to scan,

first far meaning, and then, if no similarity in meaning

were observable, to look for similarity in structure.

This form of the test was tried experimentally on small

groups of children.

b. As a result of the trial, the test was revised to its

final form. In the plan-for the study, Test I consisted

of fifteen groups of four sentences each, the first sen-

tence being used as a model. The pupil was instructed to

consider the other three sentences and mark the one which

most closely resembled the model. This section of the

test was administered to a sample from a school not in-

cluded in the main study. From these findings, the ex-

perimental test was again improved, both in the wording

of the sentences and of the directions. The choices were

rearranged so that a sentence resembling the model in

meaning did not immediately follow the model. To remove

the problem of reading difficulties and to make sure the

subjects understood what was wanted on the test, the
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directions and sentences were read aloud to the children.

Also, a sample item was written on the board and used to

demonstrate the correct procedure. This form of Test I

was used for pre-testing and again after the sequence of

work-sessions.

c. Tests II and III were designed to deal with the child's

use of modification structures also bn the pre-verbaliza-

tion level. Words, phrases, or clauses ("the word or

group of words" was used in the directions) which modified

an underlined word were to be circled. In each case, the

children were warned that same sentences would have no

words needing this treatment. Above each group of four

sentences was a key word such as "How?" or "Where?" The

use of this device emphasized the semantic importance of

the modification structures. Test III was developed on a

similar plan except that adjectival modifiers were the

structures examined. This was indicated in the directions

by asking for words which described or told which hoz or

da was the focus of modification. Cue words were unnec-

essary. Care was exerted to exclude the influence of in-

struction in grammar by avoiding emphasis on grammatical

terms and stressing the importance of meaning.

Subjects from grades three through six in schools

of DeKalb County, Georgia, were tested by long forms of

Test II and Test III and the results studied to identify
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the distribution of errors. The two tests were Ulan

divided by the split half technique to provide two forms,

one to be used in pre-testing and the other as a post-

test.

d. The three tests were then administered to Grades Three

through Six in Gaines Elementary School, which was to be

the location of the experiment.

Scores in the pre-test were used to select Grade Five

as the level most suitable for the research. From this

grade level, eight high achievers and eight low achievers

were selected as subjects for the work-sessions.

4. Two samples of writing were obtained from all of the fifth

grade sUbject's ix:ar the beginning of the experimental period. It was

desired to control all other influences on thi) Written Samples than

the childrenls ability to recognize and show by their use of modifying

elements that they understood the relationr%ipc of these structures.

After the work-sessions, two more writing smmples were collected under

circumstances similar to the first.

5. Twenty wrk-sessions were conducted by the experimenter, using

both groups separately. The instructional process made use of a se-

quence of writing and of exercises in generating sentences, and these

were followed by individual and group revision.

6. Distribution tables of age, intelligence, mental age, language

scores, socio-economic level, and sex were based on data from school

records. In chronological age, the mean age was 132 months; the mean

intelligence quotient was 112, but partitioned by sex the boys' mean
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was 115, the girls' 110; mean mental age was 140; and the mean language

score (derived from the California Test of Mental Maturity) was 38.

The socio-economic status was rated by a modification of Center's Occu-

pational Scale. Category 1 contained 12 percent of the total school

group; Category 21 5 percent; 3 percent fell in Category 3; and 5 per-

cent in Category 4. The normal curve of socio-economic status was

markedly skewed to the highest level due to the presence in the area

of university-connected families.

7. Careful test item analysis was carried out by Gregory in order

to evaluate the discrimination of the test between the types of errors.

Conclusions:

1. Scores on the pre-treatment administration of Test I indi-

cated that fifth grade children on all levels showed under-

standing of sentence structure.

2. From scores on Tests II and III, it would appear that chil-

dren find adverbial modifiers easier to recognize than the

adjectival structures.

3. The sequence of learning revealed in the scores that chil-

dren's understanding of modification increases significantly

from grade to grade. From grade three to grade four the

increase was significant at the .01 level; from grade four to

grade five, it was significant at the .05 level. The advance

from grade five to grade six was considerably smaller and not

statistically significant.
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4. In answering Test I, children in Group I (the low-achievers)

depended almost entirely on the criterion of meaning. Chil-

dren among the high achievers were more aware of structural

similarities. Subjects in Group I were able to generate mod-

ification structures, but tended to repeat one pattern. On

the other hand, dhildren in Group II were able to vary struc-

tural patterns and to perceive the relationships between the

ideas represented.

S. Differences appearing between the groups daring work-seasions

pointed up several areas. Group II children were more flex-

ible, more able to seek defining terminology; Group I subjects

lacked ability to handle symbolic materials and depended on

aural sensitivity to find the right word. Group I children

found it difficult to revise for a better expression of ideas

but rather concentrated on the mechanics of writing. Chil-

dren of Group II made and accepted revisions more easily and

were able to relate ideas.

6. In ability to generate modifiers for basic sentence patterns,

both groups were quite similar, but Group II initiated more

transformations and showed more facility in use of adjectival

clauses, and participial and infinitive phrases. Supporting

the plan of the work-sessions, the approach by "emphasis-on-

ideas-to-be-expressed," were the significant gains in under-

standing of modification by both groups.
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7. Generating modifiers for sentences appeared easier for both

groups than recognizing the same structures in other material.

8. In relation to selected variables, understanding of sentence

structure and that structural elements serve as modifiers

varies with I. Q. beyond the .01 level of significance.

Achievement on the tests relates to grade beyond the .01

level. Adjectival modification, also, relates to grade above

the adverbial structure, and to chronological age.

Discussions

Although the sample in the work-sessions is very small, the empha-

sis on meaning and the careful analysis of responses point toward

important conclusions. Tests were administered to a larger sample

(188) and part of the analysis included the results. Probably the

most important function of the study, however, is the interpretation

of childrenls responses to the manipulation of language.

Needed Research:

It is difficult to base decisions for planning school methods and

curriculum on a small study. Much fruitful research can be done deal-

ing with the approach to language through meaning.



Citations Horne, ROM N. A Study of the Use of Figurative Language

bySixth Grade Children. 1966

Purposes

Language can have a quality which goes beyond the statement of

fact and involves the senses and the emotions. Figurative language

which speaks to the mind by the amparison of two unlike images is

one of the most succ3ssfUl forms used by writers to influence their

readers. This element of written composition is not often taught in

the elementary grades, for some researchers find children on this

level too immature for the generalizing process; others feel that

imagervippears naturally in young children before the limiting proc-

ess of education buins. The purpose of this study was to examine

children's response to figures of speech at the sixth grade level.

Procedures

In this research Horne examined the differences in learning fig-

urative language found in two groups of sixth graders in Rome, Georgia.

Three experAmental classes which included seventy-three subjects were

instructed by the investigator. Over the period of six months,

twenty-four sessions were conducted in each of the classes. The con-

trol group and experimental groups were approximately equal except in

age and sccio-economic level, the control group being of lower socio-

ecunomic level and somewhat older. By random selection the ratio of

Negro and white children was equated with the ratio of the city school

populationc

37
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Since figurative language demands an ability to generalize, the

chronological age of the children is an important factor in this

study. The mean age of the experimental grcup was 11 years, 11 months;

for the control group it was 12 years, 11 months, this group averag-

ing one year older than the first.

The influence of socio-econanic status on childrenIF understand-

ing and use of figurative langmge did not appear in earlier research

studies. The two groups of subjects were divided into high, middle,

and low levels according to Hollingsheadls TWo Factor Index of Social

Position. Both groups had almost equal percentages in the ligh social

level, the differerces appearing in the middle levels where 49 percent

of the experimental classes were found, while 58 percent of the con-

trol classes were assigned to the low socio-economic level.

Other factors included in the study were sex, intelligence, read-

ing vocabulary, ard reading comprehension. The division of sexes was

approxLmately equal in both groups. The median I.Q. of the two groups

was 110; the mean of the control group was 107, the experimental, 108.

Reading Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension scores were derived from

the CiLifornia Aghievenent tests administered by the school personnel.

As no test measuring understanding of figurative language was

available, the experimenter constructed a:. instrument appropriate to

the purpose. Figurative expressions were compiled tram reading texts

on the fifth, sixth, ard seventh grade levels. A sample of children

in these grades were asked to interpret the items, and their answers

were used as foils for constructing the test. Fifty items were pre-
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pared, each consisting of a sentence in which the expression was ueed

followed by three interpretations, the correct response being randem1y

assigned to a position. An additional twenty-five items were con-

structed and the form of the teat administered to 1814 pupils; of the

appropriate grade levels. The results of this test enabled the experi-

menter to select fifty items for the final form of the test. The

total test reliability computed by rational equivalence was .82.

lb obtain initial samples of writing from the children, a silent

film, "Hunter in the Forest," was shown as motivation for the written

stories. One child in the control group used a simile, while five

examples of figurative language were employed by the everimental

classes.

The work sessionb were planned to emphasise appreciation of the

author's skill in the use of language. As Boni:, explains, "The lesson

plans used in the study were predicated on the thesis that children's

njoyment of good stories skilliblly told by an author can be used to

motivate children's own creation of figurative language6"

Conclusions:

1. Post-session scores on the Test of Understanding of Figures

of Speech showed a mean of 32.5 for the experimental group

and a mean of 30.6 for the control group. Results of the

post-session sample of writing yielded 199 figures of speech

used by the axle rimental classes and five for the control

group.
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2. When the results of the treatment were examined by the analy-

sts of covariance, it was found that the final scores on the

Test of Understanding of Figures of Speech were significantly

related at the .01 level to I.Q. and pre-experimental test

scores. The variable concerned with frequency of use of se-

Ietteld kinds of figures of speech in the post-experimental

writing sample was found significant at the ;01 level. The

conclulion would follow that gains shown by statistical anal-

ysis in the understanding and use of figurative language were

derived from the instruction.

3. Raading vocabulary and reading comprehension shaded no sig-

nificant effect from the treatment. Sex or socio-economic

level it would seem play no part in the mastery of figurative

language. Only I.Q. wields important influence on the learn-

ing of figures of speech. Ihese conclusions would confirm

other research findings that children do not understand fig-

ures of speech, but their initially poor performance and

later improvement would indicate that experience is more

important than maturation.

Needed Research:

As the experimenter suggests, other grade levels below the sixth

should be investigated to find the optimum levels for instruction and

to plan sequential learning of this important literary tool.

The mental processes involved in bridging from one image to an-

other one, unlike, but canparable in some ways, would offer another
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approach to the investigation of learning. Horne indicates, also,

that re-examination of the influence of socio-econamic level and sex

would contribute to understanding of the uses and limitations of

figurative language. The findings of this study would be important

as well in the curriculum of reading instruction.



III

METHODS OF PRESENTATION



Citation: Harris, Ethel B. An Experiment in the Use of Pregrammed

Linguistic Heading_Material to Improve the Binding Ability

of a Group of Second Grade Pupils Who Are Heading Below

Grade Level. 1964

Purpoees

The purpose of this research experiment was to test new materials

for teaching reading which combined the principles of linguistics with

the organization and methods of programmed learning. Because of its

emphasis on logical sequence and immediate feedback, programmed learn-

ing offers a new tool for use in remedial situations. The experiment

was, therefore, designed for =el with children having reading diffi-

culties.

Procedure:

In lite 1963, four parts of a series of programmed reading texts

were published. The books were the work of Cynthia Buchanan and Sul-

livan Associates and were published by McGraw-Hill. The series was

not only exemplary of the programmed method, but also made use of lin-

guistically based content. The texts were planned for pre-reading and

beginning reading levels.

The experiment design led to the selection of sixteen children

in the second grade who had failed to make normal progress in reading.

The school at which the experiment was conducted was located in a low

socioseconomic area. Although the sixteen children were classified

on the second level or below, some were in their third or fourth year

43
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of school. Chronological age of the subjects ranged from 86 to 110

months, the median falling at 94.5 months.

The measuring instruments used were: The California Test of Men-

tal Maturity, the Gates Primary Reading Test, the California Reading

Test, and Gray's Oral Reading Paragraphs Test. When the results of

the Mental Maturity Test were tabulated, it was found that the median

of the non-language mental age of the subjects fell at 87.5 months;

the language mental age had a median of 86; and the median of the total

test was 89 months. The total intelligence quotient ranged from 69

to 120, with a mean of 95. These scores indicated that the average

intelligence of the subjects was low average, ranging from very inferior

to superior. On the Gates Reading Test, the scores given in grade

levels resulted in a range of scores from 1.9 to 2.71 the mean being

2.4. The actual grade placement of the children at the time the test

was given was 2.3. As the subjects of this experiment were somewhat

overage, their performance on the Reading Test would not change the

need ior remedial attention. Using the 1957 norms, the California

Reading Test yielded scores with a range of 1.9 to 3.7 grade place-

ment, the median falling at 2.8. The Gray's Ora/ Reading Test was

administered by a reading specialist resulting in a range of 0.0 to

2.6 with a median of .71 the seventh month of the first grade.

The sixteen subjects were divided into two groups of eight each

equated by the means of chronological age, mental age, intelligence

quotient, and reading grade. The investigator designated one group

with the programmed material would be used, and the second group was
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to be instructed by the developmental approach. A control iroup of

eight, equated by the same factors, was chosen from another room in

the school. This group continued to be instructed by the classroom

teacher using her usual methods,

Beginning in late January, the two experimental groups were in-

structed by the researcher an hour each day for sixty school days. A

small room was arranged as the experimental classroom. After ascer-

taining that the children were able to perform the Prereading tasks

in the programmed material, the experiment was begun at the primer

level. Some orientation was necessary as.the_children began this

type of organized learning. Later, when the chilOren had progressed

into Book 1, the first fifideen minutes of each class period was de-

voted to instruction in sound-symbol relationeiips. For the rest of

the period, each child worked at his awn pace. Although the children

were assvred they should nct te ":1a17 concerned about errors, sev-

eral persisted in looking at tLe answers until it was necessary to

staple the answer columns together. Seven of the eight pupils com-

pleted Books 1, 2, and 3 of the first series. One pupil went on into

Book 4, and the remaining student reached Book 3, but did not complete

it.

The developmental group used a basal reader approach, two pupils

working at the Junior Primer level, five at the Primer level, and one

in the First Reader. Five of the pupils progresse.1 into the Second

Reader, one the First Reader, and two were working in the Primer.
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The teacher of the control group used a combination basal reader-

phonetic approach. At the end of the experimental period, the three

reading tests administered as pre-tests were repeated, using equivalent

forms for the Gates Primary Reading Test and the California Reading

Test.

Conclusions:

1. By analysis of the raw scores of the pre-test and post-test

instruments, all three groups made a gain of seven months in

Average Reading Grade on the Gates Primary Reading Test.

Examination of scores for Total Reading Grade on the Cali-

fornia Reading Test showed mean gains of the linguistic and

developmental groups to be 1.0 and 1.1 respectively, while

the control group scored a mean gain of seven months. Re-

sults of the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs showed slight gains

in the means of all groups, but a wide range when the scores

were considered individually. The range of mean gains for

individuals was from zero to one year, eight months.

2. Statistical comparison of initial test scores and final

achievement was carried out by analysis of variance and

covariance. All pre-test means were significantly related

to final scores, with the one exception, Comprehension on

the California Reading Test. On analyzing differences among

groups, scores on Vocabulary and Total Reading varied sig-

nificantly in favor of the linguistic and developmental

classes. Girls gained significantly on Oral Reading and
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Comprehension when means were compared as to sex. Age, also,

was significantly related to Oral Reading, indicating that

longer school experience was an advantage.

Discussion:

Although this investigator fails to discriminate between the

programmed linguistic group and the developmental group, some possi-

ble tendencies may prove useful. As Harris states, "Children can and

do learn to read in a variety of ways, and . what is beneficial

instruction for ona pupil may not be effective for another." Mean

gains for individuals showed a wide range on all measures, possibly

indicating that some of the methods may be more usefUl in same oases

than others.

Needed Research:

1. Since the groups used in this study ara small, similar in-

vestigations carried out with groups of different sizes

might show more definitive results. Also, experimentation

should include work on an individualized basis.

2. Use of these materials with other populations varying in

socio-economic level and background might discover important

methods of remediation.



Citationt Ewing, June B. A Study of the Influence of Various Stimuli

on the Written Com osition of Selected Third Grade Children.

1967

Purposes

How can schools best educate their pupils to express themselves

clearly and effectively in written language? To call forth such re-

sponses, stimuli must be presented that will appeal to the child's in-

herent need to put thoughts into words. In this study, Ewing was con-

cerned with children's writing in response to four conditions of

stimuli, which were designated as minimal, auditory, visual, and motor.

The quality of the writing was judged by general rating and by frequency

counts of developmental variables,

Procedure:

Four classes of third grade children at two schools in Athens,

Georgia, furnished the subjects for this study. From a total of 148,

sixty-four children were selected by randam procedures. Another school

in the same area was utilized for the pilot study. The research plan

provided for obtaining four writing samples from each subject. Each

child in the study produced two samples each week for two weeks, in

response to the four types of stimuli. Minimal stimulus indicated the

assignment of a story to be written, with no other comment by the

investigator. Auditory stimulus consisted of portions of three musical

selections which had been tape recorded. The children were told to

select one and write about it. The visual stimulus consisted of a film
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without words and shown without the background sound track. AA a motcr

stimulus, each was given drawing materials and asked to write about the

picture he drew.

Experience in the pilot study guided the writing of standardized

instructions and provided information about timing and classroom proce-

dures. A schedule was arranged so that the order of presenting the

stimuli occurred in a differJnt pattern for each class. The writing

period lasted from twenty to thirty minutes during the morning session

of schocl. Instructions were given the children that spelling and hand-

writing would not be important, and emphasis was placed on free expres-

sion of the children's own ideas.

Information concerning the subjects was collected from school rec-

ords. The data on intelligence were derived from intelligence quotient

scores measured by-the 1963 California Test of Mental Maturity, Level 1.

Slightly more than half of the children had an I. Q. of 110 or below,

and in this group the girls outnumbered the boys. A similar distribu-

tion of sex was found in the upper group. Socio-economic status was

assigned according to Hollingsheadls Two Factor Index of Social Pcsition.

The subjects were distributed through all levels of the Index, but most

of the children wen. found in the first and third categories.

Two methods were used for rating the samples of written composition.

General Impression ratings were made by five graduate students who were

trained to use a set of criteria developed by the investigator, The

writing samples were judged for ideas presented; writing mechanics were

not considered as pertinent to the study. The raters worked by using

all four samples of one subject, representing the four stimuli, and
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ranked the compositions as best to worst, one to four. All raters

judged all the papers, working independently. Rater reliability was

checked statistically, using the Kendall coefficient of concordaace W.

According to this measure, rater agreement was signific9nt at the .01

level for 20 percent of the groups of composition, and an additional

17 percent agreement at the .05 level.

To analyze the compositions on a rank system, nonparametric tech-

niques were used to test the hypothesis. This procedure does not assume

the scores were part of a normally distributed population. The Friedman

Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was the measure used.

A second method of analysis was used to obtain information about

the developmental maturity of the children. In this procedure, the

T-unit length, fluency, vocabulary of use, and variety of structural

patterns were the factors investigated. The T-unit is a measure devel-

oped by Hunt, who defines it as a Ininimal terminable unit," the short-

est grammatically allowable sentence. Research by Hunt would appear to

indicate that T-unit length weasures with more reliability than many

other instruments the language maturity of younger children.

Analysis of the wrttiug samples was carried out by calculating the

ratio of long T-unitc (nine or more words) to the total number of T-units

found in the composititag.i.. A iluency score was obtained from the total

number of words in each story, and a vocabulary of use figure was de-

rivtd from the total number of different words in the sample. Struc-

tural patterns used by the children were classified according to Loban's

system of nine basic patterns. Any group of words not classified accord-

ing to that system was designated as a partial. All data obtained from
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the frequency counts were processed by the least squares analysis of

variance. Significant F values were tested by Duncan's New Multiple-

Range Test for significance of differences among the various subgroups.

Conclusions:

1. From the general impression ratings, comparison of the stimuli

showed that samples written in response to the minimal condi-

tion ranked highest, followed by the auditory, visual, and motor

conditions, in that order.

2. Analysis of variance and the Duncan Multiple-Range Test used

for comparison of sex, intelligence, and socio-economic level

with the quality of writing after differert stimuli shaded that:

a. Socio-econamic level influenced significantly the quality

of children's writing after the use of different stimuli.

b. The quality of boys' writing was better after minimal and

auditory stimuli, while girls responded more successfully

to visual and motor stimuli.

c. After minimal stimulus, the lower I. Q. group wrote signif-

icantly better compositions; this stimulus had the opposite

effect on the group with I. Q. 111 and abovec, Motor stim-

ulus proNed most successfUl for the higher group, but least

successful for the lower.

d. Minimal stimulus was most effective in producing quality

writing from the two highest socio-economic levels; the

auditory stimulus ranked highest for levels three and four,

and soe.o-econamic level ave responded best to the film.
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3. Girls had a more fluent use of language both as to length of

composition and variety of vocabulary. Measured by ratio of

long T-units, the girls excelled to a significant degree.

Children of the upper intelligence group were significantly

more fluent and used more long T-units than children in the

lower group. In all language measures, the top three levels

of socio-economic status excelled when compared with children

of levels four and five.

4. 1f-unit length correlated highly with the oversall quality of

Children's compositions.

Discussion:

Me statistical findings vary widely between the factors being com-

pared. Girls and boys respond in opposite ways to the writing stimuli

and when examining 1-,ne two groups divided according to intelligence

scores, the investigator found that the condition which succeeded with

one group failed with the other.

That the minimal stimulus appealed most successfully to children

from affluent homes might indicate that these children have mental and

experiential resources on which they draw for content and motivation

when they write in school. Children with few adrantages may need a men-

tal alerting mechanism of a concrete nature before they summon their

mental images and make the transfer to parer.

Needed Researchs

Much more research is needed to test the use of these stimuli with

other children under other conditions. Age and grade level may have an
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importance which were outside the design of this study.

Investigations using other models of stimuli may indicate the cor-

relations between experience and writing performance.



Citations Mills, Editha B. An Experimental Study in the Use of Lit-

rs 14odels in Writt.n Ccsiosition. 1967

Purposes

The value of literature as a model for wTiting lies in the interw

relatedness of the various forms of language. Mills cites the fact,

also, that much of children's learning in their early years is acquired

through imitation. If this tends to be true, children will respond to

the quality of litergure with better writing. Written composition

has too long been a tedious chore to many middle graders, and the prod-

uct of this unhappy process has often been the worst aspect of the sit-

uation.

Procedures

During a summer session the investigator worked with 26 fifth

graders, using literature as a stimulus to written composition. The

series of twelve lessons developed for use with this group served as

a pilot program for desigming the main study.

Subjects for the stutor reported here were 122 fifth graders at-

tending two schools in Clarke County, Georgia. Me research design

called for two groups, one to receive experimental treatment and the

other to serve as a control. The experimental group vas so selected

that it contained farty-five children, twenty-five boys and twenty

girls; the control group numbered seventy.seven. The control group

continued with the regular schodee under their classroom teachers,

while the investigator worked two hours each week with the children
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in the experimental group. /he weekly priods were divided into tw

periods of one hour each, the first being used to present a medal

taken from childrenls literature; the second period consisted of a work

session the next day in which much of the time was devoted to writing.

The excerpts from childrenls literature were carefUlly chosen from a

list made out by librarians in the Athens Public Library.

An subjects, including the control group, were given an oppor-

tunity to report free reading and to drop in "Treasure Chests" any free

unassigned writing.

The length of the study covered twenty-four weeks, during which

the investigator presented each week one lesson tased on a literary

model and followed with a period in which the children were encouraged

to write. Lesson plans for the series are included in the appendices.

Data concerning the subjects were supplied by the school records:

age, sex, parental occupation and education, and scores from standar-

dized tests. Achievement scores were obtained from the results of the

California Achievement Battery, while I.Q. was derived from scores on

the Califoraa Mental Maturity Test. One variable chosen for investi-

gation in this study was concerned with the subject's length of stay

in the school which he was attending at that time. This factor has

received little attention and for that reason has not appeared in lit-

erature on the subject.

Tne children's ability in written composition was tested by the

STEP Test of Writing, Fon* A and B. The administration of the test

to both groups provided pre-test and post-test scores.
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Samples of the children's performance in written canposition were

obtained at the beginning of the experimental treatment and each eight

weeks thereafter. As stimuli for the children's writing, four sets of

pictures were assembled by the investigator and rated by nine teachers

for their value and appeal to children. The written paragraphs were

rated by three trained raters on a seven-point scale based on Veal's

study. Since 4_,.t was desired to place the emphasis on content, that

quality received fifty percent, style received thirty percent, and

mechanics, twenty percent.

Conclusionsi

Mere were slight differences between the two groups:

1. In a comparison of mean ages, the control group was one month

younger.

2. The experimental group contained more than half boys; in the

control group there was a slight majority for the girls.

3. By socio-econanic class, the control group had more subjects

in the high level; the experimental in the middle level; and

although both schools had few in the low classification, the

experimental group had a higher percentage,

14. More than 50 percent of the subjects in both groups had

started the first grade in their present school. The other

children were rather evenly distributed through the remaining

intervals.

5. The distribution table of subjects' I.Q. is sharply skewed

to the higher end. Generalizations from this sample would,
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therefore, not be mpplicable to a normal population.

6. Although there were mean score differences between pre-test

and post-test STEP scores which were considered by groupc,

when the total number of subjects were examined by the anal-

ysis of covariance, there was no significant difference.

The writing samples gathered before and after the experimtnt

showed highly significant differences (.001).

Discussions

Ct statistical analysis, conflicting, or at least confusing, re

sults were obtained on the scores of the STEP tests. It is difficult

to understand, in this instance, the advantagy of including bottr

groups in the analysis of covariance. Mills points out that the pur-

pose of STEP tests is directed toward editing the ideas of others,

whereas the subjects of the experiment received training in expanding

their own. What the results sky on the writing samples seems clears

That children can improve their writing. The purpose of the experi-

ment was "to promote aevelopment of oontent .Go replace the matter -of -

fact presentation of an immature writer the children referred

to this as including sufficient happenings or details to express an

idea or feeling." There would seem to be indications from this study

that where other factors, i.e., socio-economic status, achievement,

and intelligence, are favorable, literary models will help to improve

children's writing.

Needed Research:

The rating of written composition continues unresolved. EMphasis
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on liberal use of the red pencil is no longer accepted as the only way.

Mechanics are more often being relegated to the proof-reader's respon-

sibility, an after stage. Much work and inspired thought could be

used in this area.

With the increased importance of working with children as indi-

viduals, planning for all levels is necessary. FUrther use of lit-

erary stimuli with samples of various levels of zocio-economic popula-

tions would extend the value of this study.
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS



Research in Progress

Five studies now in progress extend tne scope of research carried

on under the program of the English Curriculum Study Center. Direct

application of the curricular materials was implemented by experimenta-

tion in some of the participating schools. These new materials substi-

tute a sequential program for the haphazard attention that written

composition has so often received in the elementary schcols.

Ueing models chosen from children's literature, Walker examines

the effect on the writing of pupils in cooperating classes. Measures

employed to establish the reading interests of the subjects include an

interest inventory, a list of books read, and reading achievement

scores. Trained raters will estimate the factors of syntax, structure

of paragraphs, and vocabulary found in samples written at spaced

intervals by the children in the study. The performance of the sub-

jects will be considered, also, according to their placement as slow,

average, or fast learners.

Creativity is manifest in its expression; the internal quality

of this facet of human entity can be surmised only by its outward

realization. In a study which deals with sixth graders using English

Curriculum Study Center materials, Middleton has compared their

scores on the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking with those of sixth

grade children in another school not working on the experimental

program.

Another study which compares sixth grade children in a partici-

pating school with other pupils in the same system who have not used
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these materials is the investigation by Mathews of listening abilities.

The listening phase of language is first in the sequence of

psychological development and forms a basis for the succeeding stages.

Completed research by other writers is uncertain as to the effect of

training on efficiency in listening, but there are indications of a

significant relationship between oral Language and listening ability.

Overall language ability and intelligence were found to have some

positive correlation with the results of listening tests. This study

explores another area, a phase on which little is known, the connect-

edness between writing performance and listening ability. Both forms

of language achievement were measured by STEP tests, one the Essay

Test, and the other the Listening Test. These measures were admin-

istered to all sixth grade children in one school participating in

the English Curriculum Study Center orogram and also in another

school of the same system designated as the control school. Only the

children who had attended their respective schools for at least two

years were included in the sample. The results of the tests and other

variables will be compared by the statistical procedures of correla-

tion and the t test.

These studies are indicative of the continuing exploration of

the child's world for techniques to improve the way children write.

A study being conducted by DuBose involves the construction of

an instrument for assessing fifth grade children's understanding of

certain concepts above language,and use of this instrument to deter-

mine whether or not their performance on this test is related to the
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quality of their written composition (as indicated by a global mea-

sure of quality and several description analyses).

The subjects on whom data are being gathered are fifth grade

children in those schools cooperating with the English Curriculum

Study Center. The 16 cooperating firth gredes (approximately 400 chil-

dren) from which a random sample will be selected include urban and

rural groups, as well as high, low, and average ability groups.

The problem of Biesbrock's study is to develop a standardized

instrument of the product-scale class which can be used to measure

systematically the global composition ability of young children.

Furthermore, this study involves using the developed instrument (1) to

evaluate growth in composition ability, and (2) to compare global and

syntactic measures of composition ability.

The developed instrument, with established levels of realiability

and validity, can be used to evaluate and compare objectively the

written composition of young children. Such a test can be used to rate

the quality of a specific composition, to measure an individual child's

progress from year to year, to measure the improvement of a class from

the beginning to the end of a year, or to evaluate the effects of such

variables as teaching methods or teachik, materials upon composition

performance. The instrument can also be used to identffy typical

essays at Ugh, average, and low levels of performance.

The subjects who produce the writing specimens to be used in this

study will include approximately 1,000 second and third grade students

from eleven elementary schools in Georgia, South Carolina, and North
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Carolina. Four topics will be raadomly assigned to the thirty

available classes, providing for approximately 250 students to write

on each one of the four different topics. This group will include

classes vhich have been selected by the English Curriculum Study Center

to represent the diverse geography, urban and rural communities, and

the varied socio-economic levels within the region, vs well as both

public and private schools.



Summary,

TO be effective research must be continuously reassessed; as

in other fields, change is the only normal condition. Some of the

possible extensions of researdh are replications of existing studies
D

in the field of written language using different samples of age

levels. Another problem in dealing with the products of children's

writing is the discriminating ability, or lack of it, found in measur-

ing instruments. One series of tests is in general use, but a choice

might offer a more flexible solution to a variety of problems. The

basic theories of evaluating composition might well be examined and re-

thought. Criteria for training the raters need to be evolved from

experiences, and evaluation materials provided.

Research in this volume is concerned with examining children's

modes of thinking during the process of writing. Attention is being

focused here on the incubation period, the time children need for

"fiddling around" with an idea. The mind is being compared to a

computer with storage banks more in the form of grids than shelves,

and education is being described as writing the index as well as

storing information in the grids.

Instruction in written composition too often has been narrowly

based, fragmented, and procedurally limited. Research in this volume
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suggests that the child's use of other symbol systems than verbal,

such as quantitative, sound, tonal, and rhythmic appears to result in

understanding of compositicn and increased written production. It

also suggests that critical analysis of printed stimuli provided in

abundance by the instructional setting tends to promote quality in

writing, and that it is possible to define excellence in-a-young child's

writing and to construct instruments for measuring it.



Conclusions

Studies in cognate aspects of written composition for the

elementary school child, examined in the context of accumulated research,

acquire additional significance. Inferences and interpretations of

these studies and of selected prior investigations follow.

I. Multiple Approach to the Process of Composition

Several studies (Lyman, 1932; Seely, 1933; Smith, 1933) hive

generally agreed that the scope of compositional activities should be

broad enough to "meet the needs" of all the students. Provisions for

practical and critical activities as well as imaginative and creative

activities were advocated. Some of the uses of speech and writing which

were mentioned frequenily include expressing real and vicarious exper-

iences, solving problems, focusing on the activity in school and community,

and heightening powers of observation, judgment, and esthetic apprecia-

tion (Hatfield, 1935; Conrad, 1937; Robbins, 1936; Stephens, 1928).

Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963, p.1) directed an intensive

investigation to determine "... what ia known and what is not known about

the teaching and learning of composition and the conditions under which

it is taught ..." Braddock and his associates listed numerous studies

pertaining to children's written composition, but considered only five

of the:...e as outstanding pieces of research. Braddock pointed out a

number of reasons why some researchers shy away from tackling the many

problems and the seemingly uncontrollable variables which must be dealt

with in a research study involving the "larger elements" of written compo-

sition. These same problems, which bar some from attempting the research,
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cause many of the research studies made to be considered secondary in

importance.

Smith (1941) studied procedures used to encourage writing in

forty elementary school systems. After analyzing the responses of

teachers to questionnaires; observing classroom writing activities;

interviewing teachers, pupils, and administrators; and analyzing samples

of children's writing, she identified ten procedures as most useful in

encouraging creative writing. These were (1) providing attractive class-

rooms rich in materials, (2) encouraging pupils to write from their own

interests and needs, .(3) providing rich experiences about which a child

can express himself, (4) developing sensitivity to good writing which

helps a child improve his own experience, (5) using real needs of children

or helping them to develop new ones, (6) providing freedom from fear and

helping pupils gain confidence in their ability to create, (7) providing

abundant time and opportunity for writing in many areas and in many forms,

(8) developing skill in mechanics without sacrificing spontaneity,

(9) sharing the end products of writing, and (10) evaluating the writing

in terms of the tottal growth of the child. Smith also found that in

every classroom, where there was a higher level of productivity in writing

and a great deal of creativity on the part of teachers and children, there

was also creativity and invention going on in dramatics, in painting, and

in every kind of art and class activity. She further stated that inven-

tiveness in writing never flourished just in writing; rather, always in

a complex with other media of expression.

Attempts to measure meaningfully and reliably the complex abilities

involved in actively using the language to convey ideas, as in composition,

have met with small success. Few methods for evaluating abilities in

ampasition in terns of objectively scored items are apparent. Measures
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based upon judges' evaluations of actual compositions are almost invariably

Characterized by poor reliability. A major source of difficulty in eval-

uating a sample of a pupil's writing is the dual nature of the process

involved, objective assessment and value judgment of what the student has

done.

The danger of evaluating written composition 14 exclusively

mechanical standards, as by the use of scales which emphasize technical

correctness to the neglect of such considerations as content, organization,

and creative imagination, was pointed out by several researchers (Lyman,

1929; Seely, 1933; Smith, 1933; Vordenberg, 1952). Turner (194'2) suggested a

threefold technique for evaluating oral and written compositions. His plan

included evaluation not only of the mechanics of expression, but also of

the content with which the students deal, and the students' ability to

present ideas in a logical sequence.

In evaluating children's compositions at the primary level, Strick-

land (1960) emphasized the importance of measuring the quality of the

child's ideas, the evidence of the richness or meagerness of his background,

and his potentialities for expression. In evaluating the outcome of

language instruction in New York State, Smith (1941) used wealth of ideas,

originality of ideas, and facility of expression in handling the mechanics

of the language.

Wood (1967) found that for second, fourth, and sixth grades corre-

lations showed that mathematical reasoning was a predictor of expected

performance in written composition.

Studies have consistently noted the linguistic superiority of

children from upper social levels with respect to vocabulary, sentence

structure, and usage (Day, 1932; Davis, 1937; McCarthy, 1954; Lloyd and

Warfel, 1956). Millard (1951) emphasized that maximum language develop-
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ment was dependent upon an adequately stimulating environment.

Sutton (1961) analyzed certen factors related to educational

achievement and found that the educational achievement 9f a child is a

product not only of the maturational forces within him but also of the

experiences provided by his environment. In the various aspects of

language measured in her study, Ycung (1941) found that preschool

children in the high socio-economic group were consistently superior to

those in the low group.

McCarthy (1954) reported that children reared in institutional,

orphanage, or hospital environments show deficiencies in speech sounds,

tocabulary, and language organization. Milner (1951) studied first grade

Negro children. When she examined the patterns of family life of those

making high and low scores on language items of the California Test of

Mental Maturity, she found that children with high scores tended to come

from families where the patterns of interaction between parents an.1

children encourage parent-child conversations and involved habitual overt

expressions of affection.

Dawson (1957) studied the vocabulary size of third grade pupils

in relation to home-environmental factors. She found the vocabulary size

of pupils from the lower socio-economic homes to be comparatively low at

third grade level. Within the low status socio-economic group she found

a wide range of language skills and abilities, ranging from very limited

to above average in skills. McClellan (1956) studied creative writing

characteristics of children in grades three through six. With almost

every factor studied, he found the higher the socio-e^onomic level, the

better the performance.

Templin (1957) found ccnsistent differences in the linguistic

skill of children from upper and lower socio-economic groups. When
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Newnan (190) analyzed the oral language of first grade children, she

found that those from the most favored socio-economic level excelled in

linguistic proficiency over those hum the lower level. This same

advantage of the upper socio-economic group was noted in the Eldredge

study (1965).

On the basis of research with British working class youth,

Bernstein (1960) found that the structure of language was affected by

different environments. While the middle class used forms of speech

which allowed for variety in sentence structure, the lower working

classes showed a rigidity of syntax which limited the structural

possibilities for sentence organization. Loban's research (1963) in the

United States has rendered nothing to controvert the findings of Bernstein.

Rather, he stated the possibility that subjects from the least favored

socio-economic categories could find themselves at a disadvantage in

schools where the verbal linguistic skills of the middle class prevail.

Loban reported that as a child places lower xi the socio-economic scale,

his proficiency in language decreases, the complexity of his grammatical

structure decreases, and his writing ability decreases. Wood (1967)

found, also, that socio-economic status is related to mathematical

reasoning and written composition. Gough (1965) found a significant

difference at the .01 level between this variable and written composition.

Young (1952) reported that preschool children with superior

intelligence ratings surpassed children with average intelligence ratings

in total amount of language used, and in sentence length. Wilson (1963)

examined the writing of third grade children and found that the amount

of written language correlated with intelligence--the higher the

intelligence quotient, the more writing done.

II-
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Lorge and Kruglov (1950) designed an erperiment to test the

hypothesis that both the structural and conceptual aspects of written

composition were indicative of the general intellectual level. They

found that the structural elements of written expression were related

significantly to measures of intelligence. They also found that structural

aspects (average sentence length, relative number of difficult words, and

relative number of prepositional phrases) and conceptual aspects of

written expression were significantly related to one another. They

concluded that the relationship between conceptual difficulty (complexity

of ideas) and intelligence was significantly higher than the relationship

between structural complexity and intelligence.

Downey (1963) and Eldredge (1965) fo-nd that intelligence correlated

with ability in writing. Gregory (1964) investigated certain concepts

of modification in third through sixth graders. She found that sentence

length, sentence variety, and amount of subordination correlated with

intelligence at the .01 level of significance.

Intelligence and vocabulary yielded the highest correlation in

Loban's study (1963) of the language of elementary school children.

Bear (1939) studied children's grawth in the use of written language

from year to year. She analyzed twelve thousand compositions written by

children in twenty-four schools in St. Louis, and found that general

development of sentence power correlated with mental age.

Bernstein's research (1960) with British working class youth

revealed that language proficiency was grossly depressed in relation to

scores on a nonverbal intelligence test. He felt the level of linguistic

skill was independent of potential intelligence. When Servey (1959)

experimented with one thousand eighty pupils in grades three through six

to discover whether two methods of motivation resulted in higher quality
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of writing, he found that no statistical relationship existed betveen

intelligence and the quality of writing.

Frogner (1939) studied the grammar approach versus the thought

approach in teaching sentence structure. Her results supported the

hypothesis that maturity rather than intelligence affected the percentage

of sentences containing dependent clauses.

Perhaps the mos %. significant generalization supported in different

studies pertains to sex differences. Girls have shown slight superiority

over boys in nearly every aspect of language that has been studied

(McCarthy, 1954). Gough (1965) reported that girls exceeded boys on

all written composition scores. LaBrant (1933) studied the written

composition of children in grades four through twelve. She found that

sex differences were insignificant except that girls tended to write

longer compositions than boys. This finding was confirmed by Davis (1937)

in her study of children fram age five to ten years.

In a study of the oral language of preschool children with an age

range of thirty to thirty-five months, Young (1941) concluded that girls

surpassed boys in length of response as well as in sentence length. She

found not a single exception to the general trend toward superiority of

girls in length of sentences. Ausubel (1958) reported that girls tended

to use longer sentences than boys, but the differences were not significant

before age seven.

Harrell's study (1957), comparing the quality and rate of develop-

ment vf oral and written language in children, indicated that girls

excelled boys only in length of response. In her study of the relation-

ship between the oral and written compositions of third grade children,

Eldredge (1965) reported sex differences favoring girls.
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Parke (1961) reported that girls excelled in written composi-

tion, but boys produced better dictated composition. She found no

significant differences in general linguistic ability of seven-year-old

boys and girls. Loban (1963)9 in a report on the firsi; seven years of

his longitudinal study investigating the language development of children

from kindergarten through grade twelve, noted that boys in his low

group were clearly more limited in their repertoire of zyntax than girls

in the low group. However, boys in the high group tended to excel the

girls in the high group. He found this same trend in the use of subor-

dination. While boys in the low group used consistently less subordina-

tion than girls in the low group, the boys in the high group exceeded the

girls in four out of the first seven years of their schooling. In Watts'

study (1944) girls seemed to be about a year in advance of boys in the use

of complex structures.

II. Structure of Language

McCarthy (1954) identified language as an area of a child's develop-

ment in which more striking degrees of individual variation can be

observed than in almost any other phase of growth. As a result, compara-

tively little has been done to arrive at any single index of development

in the complex phenomena of language behavior. She pointed out that the

most widely used measures for appraising language development have been

those of vocabulary and length of sentence.

From her study McCarthy concluded that perhaps the best single

index of the child's language development at the primary level was average

length of sentence. Davis (1937) also found that mean sentence length

increased with age and this finding was true in the studies of Bear (1939)

and Frogner (1933). LaBrant (1933) investigated the language development
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of children by use of the clause as the unit of comparison. Watts (1944)

indicated that phrase subordination may represent a more mature aspect

of language skill than clause subordination. Loban (1963) used a weighted

index of subordination as a measure of language coLturity.

Hunt (1965) agreed that the natural place to begin a quantitative

study of writing development is with sentence length, but he cautioned

against the usual definition of a sentence as whatever a student writes

between a capital letter and a period or other end punctuation. Although

such a definition may be objective, the young child often builds sentences

better than he punctuates. Some children simply do not use periods,

while others write Innumerable and's where a mature writer would have

written periods. If sentence length is assumed to be an index of language

maturity, stated Hunt, then this definition of a sentence credits the

child who under-punctuates with the greatest language maturity. If,

on the other hand, the investigator edits the child's sentences by

putting in periods where he "thinks" they snould go, he impairs the

validity of his results. Fries (1963) presented a passage which he says

a group of teachers will cut into any number of sentences from three to

nine. Although punctuated sentence length xey be a satisfying index

of language maturity for superior students or adults, Hunt pointed out

that it is a misleading index for younger writers.

Loban (1963) stated that the ability to use and vary the structural

patterns of English is one indication of effectiveness and control of the

language. His subjects varied little in their use of the basic structural

patterns; however, a subgroup which was rated high in language ability showed

more proficiency in varying the elements within the patterns. Eldredge

(1965) used Loban's method of language analysis to compare the oral and

written language of third graders. She found the patterns which were
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used most frequently for both oral and written language were subject-

verb-object, subject-verb, and subject-verb-predicate nominative (or

predicate adjective) in the order given.

Bear's analysis (1939) of children's written language from year

to year indicated that children handled increasingly complex types of

sentence structure from grade to grade. Although ninety per cent of

first graders' sentences were simple sentences, this percentage decreased

steadily to fifty per cent by eighth grade level. Dawson (1951)

stated that children improve in sentence sense through the primary grades,

tending at grade three level to use complete sentences. She found

complex sentences appearing in written work as early as age eight. Larant

(1933) and Frogaer (1933) also found that the use of the complex sentence

increased with age and with progress through the grades.

Kraus (1957) made a comparison of three methods of teaching

sentence structure. She produced evidence in favor of using a thought

approach, then concentrating on a few items of grammar for which weak-

nesses in student writing showed a need. When Frogner (1939) compared

the grammar approach to the thought approach in teaching sentence structure,

she also found that the thought method brought about superior results.

LaBrant (1933) and Frogner (1933) found sentence completeness to

be a persistent problem of sentence structure, which was related to the

complexity of sentence patterns and thought processes. Bear (1939) noted

that in her study the run-on sentence became more frequent in the middle

grades. She believed this was due to the students' attempted use of

more complicated exptession.

Martin (1955) attempted to find some of the significant factors

in the language development of children and some of the delrelopmental

interrelationships among language variables of first graders. In measuring
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the language factors Martin used seven types of instruments, such as

total number of words used, number of different words used, and average

length of response. Few developmental interrelationships were discovered

at first grade level. Growth in each language variable followed an

individual developmental pattern, with each child following a more or

less zig-zag pattern of development.

Working with twenty-four children, seven years of age, Howell

(1955) compared two hundred forty written and dictated compositions that

grew out of shared learning experiences with compositions on assigned

topics. The compositions were analyzed in terns of number of running

words, number of different words, aud number of generalizations. It

was found that children wrote more running words and used more different

words about shared experiences but dictated more on assigned topics.

Bear (1939) reported the average nunber of sentences used in the stories

of third graders to be 6.9. The average number of sentences used by

girls was slightly higher than the number used by boys. In the primary

grades very little correlation appeared between the length of stories and

the number of complex sentences used. Complex sentences were used in all

the elementary grades.

Clark (1954) studied the writing situations to which children

respond. He found that in highly personal writing, children wrote

longer sentences and used more dependent clauses. Early (1964) stated

that what personal writing contributes to total growth in written

expression is fluency. She emphasized the need, especially with younger

children, to remove all impediments to the flow of ideas. She noted

the relationship between the size of the child's vocabulary and the fluency

of his writing.
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"The ability to find words with which to express oneself--and

to find them readily--is normally one mark of success with language"

(Loban, 1963, P. 29). This ability includes amount or fluency of

Language as well as the vocabulary of use. Loban found that at the

kindergarten level, subjects proficient in language had a median score

of 67 on a vocabulary test of one hundred items, and the subjects low

in language ability haa a median score of 35. Vocabulary and proficiency

in language appeared to be related at the kindergarten level. Using

the Thorndike-Lorge word counts, the subjects (at all grade levels)

proficient in ianguage showed greater diversity of vocabulary than the

subjects low in language ability.

Seashore (1948) empharized the value of vocabulary size as an

index for predicting achievement in other language skills. Both Horn

(1926) and Rinsland (1945) conducted frequency studies of the words most

used in student writing. Their studies attempted to ascertain what words

children actually use and need at various stages of development. Accord-

ing to Piaget (1926), the child's vocabulary of recognition and under-

standing should be determined and studied separately.

The fluency of the subjects interviewed by Newman (1965) ranged

from 12 to 287 words during a two-minute time segment.

While the findings of Horne's (1966) study agree with other

research findings (Holmes, 1959; Looby, 1939; Staiger, 1960) that children

do not understand figures of speech to an appreciable degree, it presents

evidence that instruction can help them gain a significantly greater

understanding than those who do not have the instruction.
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III. Methods of Presentation

In a survey of the practices in the teaching of composition in

California public high schools, Meckel, Squire, and Leonard (1958)

suggested the importance of readina as a source of ideas for writing.

They also stressed the value of writing as a means of clarifying,

organizing, and applying ideas gained from both reading and discussion.

As a result of his experiment with fifty-six classes in two groups

taught by two methods, Heys (1964) found that intensive reading improved

writing.

Carlson's study in originality (1963) dealt with two hundred

seventeen children in grades four, five, and six in California. The

experimental groups were given eLght lessons which included special

stimulus materials consisting of books, records, pictures, and a box of

miniature toys. The control groups were given stimulus materials con-

sisting primarily of story titles. One story was written per week for

ten weeks. Trained judges, following stated procedures, rated the

stories as to originality, vocabulary, and "general impression." Accord-

ing to these criteria, the experimental group wrote better stories

after four of the lessons, but did no better than the control group

after the last four lessons.

Edmund (1958) studied the relationship between prior experiences

and the creative quality of stories of fifth grade children. He compared

stories about direct experiences with stories about experiences derived

from books, radio, television, and other sources. He found that fifth

and seventh grade pupils wrote compositions of higher creative quality

when writing was from derived experiences, but found no differences

in the writing of the ninth grade pupils. Clark (1954) worked with
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sixth graders for a year, and found that when pupils wrote compovitions

involving their own feelings and emotions they responded more freely,

and their writing had better quality and interest. He stated that

impersonal subjects were handled better when the writer told his feelings

about the subject. Yuen and his associates (1962) used the electric

portable typewriter as An instructional tool in the fourth grade language

arts. This method was found effective in stimulating an interest in

writing and a desire to write. They felt this use of the typewriter

WAS conducive to creative writing.

According to a report by Carey (1962), a group of educators in

Houston, Texas, recognized the need for encouragement in original

composition and utilized local educational television facilities to

implement their project. They presented telecasts to the classes,

after which the students wrote stories. Each telecast WAS designed to

stimulate imagination, plant ideas, present situations, and build

vocabulary. Leeson (1965) presented two classroom approaches to improve

creativity with words. They were the use of Haiku, an old Japanese

import, to stimulate creative composition of simple rhymeless poetry, and

the use of pictures pulled from an envelope as a springboard into

creative writing. Shelby (1965) used words that arouse emotions with

her second grade pupils. Words such as love, tears, hate, blood, mean,

and scary, served as stimuli for expressive writing. Bierbaum (1966) used

the book Stop, Look, and Write by Leavitt and Sohn, Bantam Books, New

York, to stimulate creative writing. This book, containing one hundred

photographs covering a variety of subjects, WAS designed for use with

creative writing. Bierbaum obtained good results from third through

sixth graders by using this visual approach to writing. The child

merely looked at a picture and wrote his reactions.
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Children can and do learn to read (Harris, 1964) and compose

(Ewing, 1967) in a variety of ways and what is beneficial instruction

for one pupil may not be effective for another. Where other factors,

i.e., socio-economic status, achievement, and intelligence are favorable,

literary models will help to improve children's writing (Mills, 1967).

In the preparation of curriculum materials for the improvement

of teaching written composition in K-6, or for any cognitive process

at any level, the rationale for the task must be continuously reassessed

and restated. Previous investigations that supplied base line data

must be replicated using different populations and different variables

for analysis. The studies of Georgia ECSC conducted by former elementary

school teachers have been useful for this purpose. In addition they have

served as a bridge between the cooperating elementary classroom and the

stockpile of research in this field. It is anticipated that they will

meld into a foundation for continued field-testing of the Georgia ECSC

materiala.
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